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RELATED NEWS & EVENTS

March 26, 2019 | Event
CACI Forum: The Xinjiang Crisis and the Rest of Central Asia: Impacts and Responses

March 21, 2019 | Event
AFPC Senior Fellow James Clad speaks on “Securing the Peace in Oceania and the Pacific Island”

November 10, 2018 | Media
AFPC Director of Asian Security Programs James Clad comments on global response to Myanmar rights violations

October 25, 2018 | Event
AFPC Asia Security Program Briefing: “Cutting Pakistan Adrift: Can it be done?”
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Energy Independence? We’re Not There Yet

May 1, 2019 | ARTICLE
China’s hypersonic weapons leave US defenseless, for now

March 18, 2019 | ARTICLE
For Energy Security Think EVs

November 30, 2018 | E-JOURNAL
The North Korean Threat Revisited
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